The problem of the origin of the Sabellic perfects (in the older literature called OscanUmbrian) has been discussed at length very often in Indo-European linguistics ever since the 19 th century and the monumental work of Robert von Planta (1892-1897). Still, to this very day it remains a mystery. Various hypotheses have been proposed but none of them explained everything clearly and without problems. Especially intriguing is the fact that the multiple formations of the perfect found in Sabellic languages (reduplicated, simple, -f-, -tt-and -nky-perfects) perform essentially the same function of the preterite tense, being the syncretism of both the Proto-Indo-European aorist and perfect, similarly as in Latin.
The main conclusion of the article is the following: we have generally three tendencies of explaining the origin of the Sabellic perfects: periphrastic, analogical and phonological. The phonological explanation is forceful and therefore not very probable. On the other hand, periphrastic and analogical solutions are extreme and the author thinks that the most probable explanation is the middle solution combining all three approaches.
Introduction
Ever since the beginning of Indo-European linguistics, the Sabellic languages (or rather Oscan-Umbrian, as it was called then) have been investigated with their better-attested sister language, Latin, in mind. The disproportion in the state of attestation of the Sabellic languages and Latin is enormous, due to the historical developments in ancient Italy in general and the Roman conquest in particular. Analogically, within the Indo-European family, Hittite was considered the main Anatolian language and for some time thought of as the only representative of this group of languages worth researching, while the other languages were almost completely neglected in historical-linguistic research [e.g. in Kronasser's (1956) historical grammar]. Only in recent times has it been shown that the other languages have some important things to say about the overall picture of the Anatolian branch. The same goes for the Sabellic languages, often neglected in research due to the superiority of the Latin material. Yet they can tell us much about the overall linguistic history of the Italic branch (especially the more conservative Oscan language) and provide insights into some of the controversial issues.
One of those controversial issues is the origin of the whole variety of the formations of the perfect in the Italic languages. The Proto-Indo-European perfect essentially had only two distinct formations, an old simple perfect of the type of Greek oĩda and Latin uīdī and a reduplicated perfect of the type of Greek mémona, Skt. cakára and Latin meminī. Yet, over time several different formations were created in the history of the Italic branch, and the precise origin of these formations has never been fully and exhaustively explained. This article does not pretend to find the ultimate solution for the aforementioned problem; its major aim is instead to outline the proposed hypotheses and evaluate them according to their probability in the general framework while trying to present new paths toward the solution.
The Indo-European verb
The reconstruction of the PIE verb is one of the most controversial topics of contemporary Indo-European linguistics, mostly because of the Anatolian material, especially Hittite. The main problem lies in incorporating the verbal system found in Hittite (with only two tenses -present and preterite -and no optative or subjunctive) with the "Graeco-Aryan" reconstructed model of PIE (based essentially on Vedic Sanskrit and Homeric Greek, with elaborate categories of present, aorist and perfect-stems, three moods, etc.). The tendency seems to favour the hypothesis that Anatolian split off first from the PIE language and attests the older stage of development rather than loss of categories present in Vedic and Greek (cf. Jasanoff 2003 , Clackson 2007 . However, other scholars, most notably the "Erlangen school", seem to favour the traditional explanation (Tichy 2004 ). For our purposes it is irrelevant whether we consider our point of departure to be West Indo European or the PIE of the German school. It still is essentially the same reconstructed system (the so-called "Cowgill-Rix verb") with three aspect-stems present (denoting imperfective aspect), aorist (denoting perfective aspect) and perfect stem (denoting a sort of stative-resultative aspect).
or "Sabellic" has been used to denote the former and now imprecise (due to the omission of South Picene) term "Oscan-Umbrian".
Proto-Indo-European perfect
The formation of the perfect stem in PIE follows the pattern of o-graded root in the singular and zero-grade in the plural and e-reduplication. The endings used in the perfect are completely separate from the primary and secondary endings. The basis for such reconstruction of the perfect are the perfect stems of Homeric Greek and Vedic Sanskrit. The endings of the perfect are the basis of the Hittite hi-conjugation -a conjugation of the present found in Hittite with the endings essentially continuing the PIE perfect -in contrast to the mi-conjugation, which continues the PIE athematic present. The explanation of the development of the Hittite hi-conjugation still remains controversial (cf. Jasanoff 2003 for a new hypothesis on the topic).
Indo-Iranian perfect
In Vedic Sanskrit, the oldest language of the Indic branch, the perfect is made with reduplication and still very frequently has the stative meaning as inherited from PIE (Fortson 2004: 192) . Examples of Vedic forms are cakára 'make,' tutóda 'strike,' dadháu 'place ' or véda 'know' (Burrow 2001: 341-346) . In Avestan, the other oldest member of the Iranian branch, the perfect is also still clearly visible: vaēdā 'know'.
Greek perfect
In Greek, the PIE perfect is still visible in Homeric Greek, frequently with stative meaning. There is only one attested personal form of the perfect tense from the Mycenaean period: e-pi-de-da-to PY Vn 20.1 /epidedastoy/ '(he, she, it) distributed' (Sowa 1998: 292) . Even in the language of the Greek inscriptions, the perfect expresses a past event and its continuing consequences, while the aorist expresses the event and leaves the consequences to be inferred (Ringe 1984: 533) .
Latin perfect
In Latin the PIE perfect and aorist merged into one category of the past perfective tense. Remnants of the old stative meaning are visible in forms like odī 'I hate', meminī 'I remember' and nouī 'I know'. The remnants of the PIE aorists are visible in the following Latin forms (after Safarewicz 1953: 216-217 and Kümmel 2007: 28-29) : fuī, continuing *b h ū(w)-ed, i.e. the reanalyzed PIE root aorist *e-b h uh 2 -t (cf. Greek éphun, Skt. ábhūt), cecidī, continuing the reduplicated aorist (cf. Greek kekádonto), fēcī, continuing the root aorist with k-suffix 2 *d h eh 1 -k-(cf. Greek éthēka); and dīxī, continuing *deik-s-ai, i.e. the reanalyzed form of the PIE sigmatic aorist *e-dēi-s-m (cf. Greek édeiksa, Avestan dāiš). On the other hand, the PIE perfect is 2 That is, an independent formation or just root aorist with -k-suffix giving the synchronic long-vowel -k-perfect. The origin of the formations with -k-suffix present in Latin, Greek and Phrygian is dubious (Meiser 2003: 199-200). continued in Latin in forms such as uīdī, from *woidh 2 ei (cf. Greek oĩda, Skt. véda), or meminī, from PIE *me-mon-h 2 ei (cf. Greek mémona). The synchronic long-vowel perfect in Latin goes back partly to the PIE reduplicated perfect with roots in the first laryngeal (so perfect ēd-< *h 1 e-h 1 d-to the present ĕdō and then uēn-to uĕniō analogically), and partly to the ablauting PIE root aorist ending in laryngeals (fēc-< *d h eh 1 k-to the present făciō < *d h h 1 k-yō and then cēp-to căpiō analogically). There is also a typically inner-Latin formation of the perfect, the so-called u-perfect like in portāuī 'I carried', nēuī 'I sewed' or audīuī 'I heard'. There are generally three hypotheses concerning the origin of this formation:
some have tried to connect it with the -u in Sanskrit perfects like Ved. dadáu 'I/he gave' (root dā-), tastháu 'I stood' (root sthā-); others have preferred to say that the pattern began with a verb whose perfect stem could have originally ended in *-Vw-, such as perhaps gnōuī 'I knew' (*neh 3 w-) (Fortson 2004: 256-257) .
Recently, Seldeslachts (2001) published an extensive monograph on the origin of the Latin perfect. The newest treatment of the Latin perfect formation is the work of Meiser (2003) . Meiser essentially follows a third hypothesis, established by Helmut Rix (1992) , that posits a periphrastic origin for Latin u-perfect. Rix argues that the Latin u-perfect has its origin in the periphrasis of the perfect participle active and the form of 'to be' est. He traces it to *portāwos est which is in turn simplified into *portāwist and gives the attested Latin portāvit (Rix 1992: 229-233 ). As we shall see later, same kind of analysis is employed by Rix when dealing with the Sabellic formations of the perfect.
Sabellic perfect
The main problem which the current article investigates is concerned with the formation of the perfect stem in the Sabellic languages and its origin. It is generally assumed that the PIE aorist and perfect merged in Proto-Italic. However, the complete merger must have occurred after the separation of Latino-Faliscan and Sabellic languages, as we find different types of perfect stem formation which are exclusive to Latin, Oscan or Umbrian, respectively, and also different endings in Latino-Faliscan and in Sabellic (cf. Rix 2003a: "aorist and perfect were still distinct in P[roto]It[alic], even if their signification became more similar to each other"). In Latin, the endings of the perfect continue the PIE perfect endings (with different contaminations), whereas in Sabellic they continue the secondary aorist PIE endings (thematic aorist endings, according to Rix 2003a: 15) . Moreover, we find differences in the creation of perfect subjunctive, which in Latin is created by means of the suffix -ī-and in Sabellic by -ē-, and in the future perfect, which in Latin is signalled by -er-< -is-and in Sabellic by -us- (Meiser 2003: 32) . There are more or less (depending on differences in classification among scholars) nine different types of perfect stem formation in the Italic languages: reduplicated, with long stem vowel, simple, s-perfect, k-perfect, u-perfect, f-perfect, tt-perfect and nky-perfect . The latter three (f-perfect, tt-perfect and nky-perfect) are exclusive to Sabellic languages, the tt-perfect exclusive to Oscan (and minor languages related to Oscan) and the nky-perfect exclusive to Umbrian. On the contrary, the u-perfect is present only in Latin and the same might account for the s-perfect, as the forms pointing to its existence in Sabellic are scanty and dubious. Although the matter of the origin of such a varied scope of different perfect formations in Sabellic was touched upon quite often (Osthoff 1884 : 191-263, von Planta 1892 -1897 : 326-401, Brugmann 1893 : 1234 -1245 , Sommer 1926 , Olzscha 1958 , Diels 1959 , Olzscha 1963 , and Markey 1985 , no complete answer has ever been given. It is especially worth noting that "there is essentially no adequate explanation of the multiplicity of forms alongside their presumed uniformity of function" (Silvestri 1998 ).
The present article does not claim to find an ultimate solution to the problem mentioned above. As has been already observed, Due first of all to the limited number of inscriptions we have in Sabellic and second to their inconsistent spelling, any sketch of Sabellic phonology, both historical and synchronic, must be tentative (Fortson 2004: 264) .
Obviously, the same also goes for morphology. It is then the general aim to investigate in detail the attested perfect formations and the proposed hypotheses concerning their origin, with an evaluation of their plausibility. As regards evaluation of the plausibility of the hypotheses, I follow Ringe (1990: 221) in stating that irregular sound change is less plausible than a regular one; between two regular but incompatible sound changes phonetic plausibility should give us the answer, and in terms of reckoning with analogical change, it must be judged in the specific context of the paradigm in which it is supposed to have taken place; and in order to render such judgements possible, that paradigm, as well as other relevant paradigms in the language, must be reconstructed in the greatest possible detail (Ringe 1990: 221) .
It should be noted, however, that as in many other cases in Indo-European linguistics, the complete answer to the question of the origin of the Sabellic perfects may be hidden in the depths of the irretrievable and forgotten past, and we must also be prepared to accept this fact rather than multiply the hypotheses based on dubious evidence. In the author's opinion, facta non sunt multiplicanda, and therefore we should not present other theories of probable origin of these formations unless we gather a clear evidence in support of such claims.
What follows is the classification of the attested perfects with the proposed reconstruction. Every class is closed with some general remarks as to the proposed hypotheses concerning its origin and its evaluation. The division of the formations of the perfect in classes is made on diachronic-synchronic terms, that is, the analysis is neither completely diachronic nor completely synchronic. It follows the custom present in Indo-European linguistics to analyze the form basically according to its origin, while keeping in mind its synchronic stance. If we were to analyze the forms synchronically, only some of the original reduplicated perfects should be classified as simple perfects and several other specific classes should be postulated. Besides, we are unable to tell how the speakers of the language perceived the forms. Pure diachronic analysis again would imply the non-existence of the -tt-perfect, -f-perfect and -nky-perfect, as those forms are clearly inner-Sabellic developments.
Reduplicated perfect
This formation originally goes back to PIE, where it was a typical pattern of perfect formation, that is, e-reduplication, o-grade of the root and stative aspect (at least for West Indo European, i.e. after the separation of the Anatolian branch and possibly also Tocharian), e.g. *ste-stoh 2 -h 2 e 'I am standing'; cf. Gk. gégona, mémona, Skt. cakára, etc.
The reduplication syllable was uniformly */e/, and it was preserved as such in
), but assimilated in Latin to the vowel of the root if it was /i/, /o/ or /u/ (e.g. momordī, cucurrī for earlier memordī, cecurrī but pepulī [Buck 1904: 170] ). The Oscan form fifikus 'feceris / fixeris' with /i/ in the reduplication syllable may appear to be a trace of a similar phenomenon in Sabellic to some (Buck 1904: 170) , and even enough evidence for others to claim that the "colouring of the reduplicated syllable probably took place independently in the Italic languages" (van der Staaij 1995: 164). As we have only one form attested, I find such hypotheses highly speculative. After all, "it would be imprudent to try to develop any theories about the vocalism of a hapax legomenon for which there is no obvious explanation" (Cowgill 1957: 108) . As to the root syllable there is, as van der Staaij (1995: 164) correctly observes, no trace of original PIE ablaut, i.e. o-grade in singular and zero-grade in plural, e.g. O. deded 3 sg., O. dedens 3 pl., U. dersicust 3 sg., U. dersicurent 3 pl.
There is no unanimity whether the forms like O. aamanaffed 'mandavit', O. prúffed 'probavit' or O. fufens 'fuerunt' should be classified as reduplicated perfects according to their probable origin [so Buck (1904: 170) and others claim for the first two forms; von Planta (1892-1897: 330-331) on O. fufens: "schwerlich starkes reduplicirtes Perfect") or as f-perfects (van der Staaij 1995: 169)]. The forms synchronically have /f/ phonemes and therefore might be seen as f-perfects, though their origin is different. They will be discussed in the section devoted to f-perfects (see 4.5. below).
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic reduplicated perfects presenting the general pattern (cf. van der Staaij 1995 : 164, Meiser 2003 : O. deded < *de-dh 3 -ed (root *deh 3 -'to give ') This form has the generalized zero-grade instead of the expected full grade in the root. The respective 3 pl. form is found in the O. dedens. O. dadid /dādīd/ < *dād + dedid < *de-dh 3 -ih 1 -t This form consists of the preverb dād and the reduplicated perfect subjunctive reconstructed as the zero-grade *-ih 1 -suffix. The reduplication syllable is in turn syncopated.
)us(t) (root *d h ei h -'to form') This form shows an irregularity in the reduplication vowel. It may have been assimilated to the root vowel which was itself generalized from the full grade to the zero-grade. The future perfect suffix -us-(see 4.9. below) probably goes back to the univerbation of the participle and the future of the verb "to be" fust.
)us(t)-t (root *deik-'to show') This form shows a typical perfect reduplication and the generalized zero-grade in the root. The intervocalic */d/ is changed to the typical Umbrian sound /ř/, written as <rs> in the Latin alphabet. The future perfect suffix -us-is followed by the ending of 3 sg. The respective 3 pl. form is attested as Umbrian dersicurent.
Generally, this type of perfect is the least controversial. It stems from both the PIE perfect and the PIE reduplicated aorist.
Long-vowel perfect
This formation goes back partly to the PIE aorist (Lat. fēcī < *d h eh 1 --h 2 ei, O. hipust < *g h eh 1 b h -) partly to the long-vowel preterites, whose status in PIE is unclear (Cowgill 1957 , Pike 2003 , and partly to the PIE reduplicated perfect (Lat. fūgī < *bhe-bhough-h 2 ei). The Oscan forms upsed, uupsens, upsens, ουπσενς 'operaverunt' are classified by some as s-perfects (Wallace 2007: 29) , which seems improbable to me as the non-perfective gerundival form úpsannam 'operandum' also contains /s/. Others (van der Staaij 1995: 165) consider them to be reduplicated perfects (*He-Hop-) in origin. The fact is that we have /ō/ in the perfect and /ŏ/ in the present. Whether this is the result of morphological vowel lengthening or reduplication is impossible to tell. The forms of hipid /hēpēd/ 'habuerit' as compared to the present hafiest with short vowel basically follow the same pattern.
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic longvowel perfects presenting the general pattern: (cf. van der Staaij 1995 : 165, Meiser 2003 O. uupsens < *ōps-lengthened morphologically < *h 3 ep-s-(root *h 3 ep-) 'to work' or from < *ōps-< *He-Hop-s-< *He-h 3 ep-s-.
As mentioned above, we are not able to tell whether the form is reduplicated or morphologically lengthened in origin. It seems, however, that this verb is denominal. Firstly, the Proto-Italic noun *opes 'work' was created (cf. Latin opus) from the PIE root *h 3 ep-'to produce, to work.' This noun formed the denominal present *opesāye-[cf. Latin operāri (De Vaan 2008: 432) ], from which the present stem *ops-, with syncope of the internal /e/, was abstracted, and used either with reduplication or lengthening to form the Oscan perfect uupsens. O. hipid < (cont.) *h 1 ēp-ih 1 -t < *h 1 e-h 1 op/h 1 p-ih 1 -t (root *h 1 ep-'to catch, to have') This form has been partly contaminated by the form hafiest 'habebit' (the Oscan stem haf-from PIE *g h Hb h -; cf. Latin habeō < *g h Hb h -h 1 ye?, De Vaan 2008: 277-278), from which the /h/ in anlaut has been taken over. The root vowel is lengthened either through morphological lengthening or reduplication. The case is the same with the Oscan future perfect form hipust.
-s-perfect
Originally, this formation most probably goes back to the PIE sigmatic aorist. In Latin it may be represented by forms like dīxī (cf. Gk. édeiksa) and also by futures of the type faxo. In Sabellic, the status of this formation is dubious. Two forms point to this type of perfect: Pael. lexe and U. sesust 'sederit'. According to Wallace (2007: 29) , O. upsed 'operavit' should also be classified as an s-perfect, though I prefer different a classification [see 4.2. above; compare also von Planta (1892-1897: 338)]. As for Paelignian lexe, it may well be a simple present formation as compared to Latin legistis (Silvestri 1998: 338) . The interpretation is controversial. The U. sesust form has been analyzed as going back to the participial stem in sesso- (Buck 1904: 170) . A different analysis is postulated by Rix (2003a: 16): the sigmatic aorist disappeared in Sabellian, two isolated, especially motivated stems excepted: sess-< *sed-s-'sit' (Umb. sesust) can be understood as a reduplicated perfect, and *ōp-s-'produce' (Osc. uupsens) was supported by the suppletive present ope-sā-.
Additionally, it must be observed that the absence of this very productive type of aorist in Sabellic, which underlies the very frequent s-perfects in Latin, is rather odd.
The attestation of the Paelignian form is as follows:
P. lexe Ve. 213,7 / Pg 9 (Corfinium) 2 pl. pr.?
The probable reconstructions of the two forms are: P. lexe < *leg-e-se (Meiser 2003) or *leg-s-te or *leg-is-te U. sesust < *se-sd-us-e-t or <*sed-us-e-t Both examples of the probable Sabellic s-perfect are dubious, and therefore the existence of this formation in Sabellic should rather be rejected (cf. van der Staaij 1995: 166).
Simple perfect
The simple perfect (i.e. without reduplication) may go back to the PIE aorist (root, thematic), or may have lost its perfect marker due to the analogy to with the present stem (van der Staaij 1995: 167 O. kúmbened < *kom-g w em-ed (root *g w em 'to go') This form presents the outcome of the root of the verb 'to go', widely attested within the Indo-European languages (cf. Greek baínō and Latin vĕniō from the zero-grade *g w ṃ-yo). The nasal vowel is changed to /n/ as in the other languages. Particularly interesting is the behaviour of the PIE labiovelars, which turn into labials in Sabellic. U. benust < *g w em-(b h )us-t This form again represents the same root as above with the same sound development. The only difference is that it is attested in Umbrian and that it is the future perfect with the characteristic -us-suffix. The case is the same with the Oscan cebnust, where we have the preverb ce-and the form with syncope of internal /e/.
A similar example would be O. αναfακετ from *ana-d h h 1 -k-ed (root *d h eh 1 -). We should also mention that in the older literature, the Sabellic l-perfect was postulated. The issue has been solved by Meiser in 1986. The Umbrian forms entelust, apelust which were formerly taken as l-perfect forms of ententu, ampentu, have turned out to be future perfect forms built from root aorists from roots in -l. The underlying roots of these verbs are probably *telh 2 -'carry', cf. Latin tollere, and *pelh 2 -'beat', cf. Latin pellere, respectively. ententu, ampentu, then, reflect *-tel-n-h 2 -tōd, *pel-n-h 2 -tōd, respectively, with a development *-ln-> *-nn-> -n-. (van der Staaij 1995: 171 summarising Meiser 1986: 164).
Mention must also be made of the so-called 'thematic perfect.' Forms such as Oscan manafum or South Picene ad-staíúh and opsút are sometimes classified as thematic because of their supposed thematization (thus van der Staaij 1995: 165). The ending of the former would come to the thematic aorist *-o-m, while that of the latter is sometimes interpreted as the alleged ō-perfect of South Picene (for details, see Adiego Lajara 1992: 121).
-f-perfect
This formation is absent from Latino-Faliscan but present exclusively in Sabellic languages. Its origins are disputed. According to Rix (1992: 239) , the source of this -f-is the reduplicated perfect stem, whether *fef-< *d h ed h h 1 -(as in prúffed) or fuf-< *fefw-< *b h eb h w-(as in fufens). The same analysis is posited by Buck (1904: 172) , though he classifies aamanaffed and prúffed as reduplicated perfects (see 4.1. above). The competing hypothesis of Hamp (1990) , who traces the origin of this formation to the rounded laryngeal *x w , does not seem very plausible. Rix traces the origin of the reduplication itself to the univerbation of the periphrasis, explaining e.g. Oscan staieffud as going back to the construction of the present participle *staients and the perfect *fefud < *steh 2 -yeh 2 -nt-s + *b h e-b h uH-t. Recently, three new forms of the reduplicated perfect were found in the socalled Tortora inscription. The forms belong to the archaic Pre-Samnite dialect of the South Picene group of the Sabellic languages. Of those the most important is the Pre-Samnite form fυfυϝoδ, analyzed as /fufuwond/ (Beckwith 2008) , which shows the Italic perfect paradigm of the verb 'to be' with the thematization of the older *fufuwēr (Beckwith ibid.) .
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic f-perfects presenting the general pattern (cf. van der Staaij 1995: 169-170): O. manafum < *man-fe-fom < *man-d h e-d h h 1 -o-m This form is probably a thematization of the original form (see 4.4. above for the thematic perfect classification). Observe also the Latin counterpart mandāre which is, as in Oscan, the compound of manus + dāre 'to put at hands.' O. aamanaffed is the same root only with a preverb aa-and with double -ff-reflecting earlier *a-man-fefed and *a-man- 
-tt-perfect
This formation is only present in Oscan and some minor Sabellic languages related to Oscan (Paelignian, Volscian, Marrucinian). The inscriptions with tt-perfect attestations come mainly from the 2 nd century bc and from the places of Pietrabbondante (×6), Pompeii (×7) and Rossano (×4). According to some (Buck 1904 : 172, Rix 1992 , it is based on the periphrastic construction with a to-participle and a past form of the verb 'to do,' e.g. *termnātom fefakom [theoretical *CeC-ā-to-d h h 1 -as in van der Staaij (1995: 170) ]. In Oscan it is only present in ā-stems. Several other hypotheses have been developed to explain the origin of this formation (see von Planta 1892-1897: 342-348 for a good survey), including the change of *ky > tt as in Greek and the connection of the Oscan tt-perfects to the Umbrian nky-perfects and Latin u-perfects (Saint John 1973a) , which is a very forceful hypothesis. It seems that even more modern theories (e.g. the one mentioned above by Saint John 1973a) go back to the ones already posited long ago (von Planta 1892-1897: 347-348). The Volscian sistiatiens form has been investigated several times (cf. Wallace 1985) and still remains a problem.
Recently, however, Beckwith (2005) , criticizing Rix's (1992 Rix's ( , 2003a Rix's ( , 2003b periphrastic explanations for lack of economy, has come out with an analogical explanation (or rather a series of analogical extensions and reanalyzes). He creates a proportion *sista-(pres.): *sistatt-(perf.) = *dōnā-(pres.): X (perf.), X = *dōnā-tt, where the -tt-element has been reanalyzed as a perfect marker by the speakers. And although the more or less contemporary date of the attested tt-perfects could in principle point to an analogical explanation, the sound change of *twV > *ttV that he assumes is not without difficulties (cf. Buck 1904: 172) .
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic tt-perfects presenting the general pattern: (cf. van der Staaij 1995: 170) O. dadikatted < *dat-dikā-tt-ed This form is a complete rendering of the Latin dedicauit perfect. It is attested from an inscription dating back to the end of the 2 nd century bc. duunated < *dōnā-t-ed < *deh 3 -no-(or periphrasis with *duunatom fefakom) famatted < *fāmā-tt-ed < *b h eh 2 -meh 2 -prufatted < *profā-tt-ed < *prob hseganatted < *sek-nateremnattens < *teremna-/termen-ā-tt-ēr(i) tribarakattins < *trēb-ark-ā-t-ē-nd (Rix 2003a : 18) (denominative verb) tribarakattuset < *trēb-ark-a-tt-us-ed < *trēb-h 2 erk-M. amatens < *h 2 emh 3 -(LIV 2 2001: 266)
-k-perfect
This formation is scarcely attested in the Sabellic languages. It is possible that it can be compared to the -k-suffixes present in Latin, cf. fēcī < *d h eh 1 --h 2 ei, and to the k-perfects present in Greek, e.g. héstaka. The etymology of this -k-both in Sabellic and in Latin and Greek still remains a mystery (Meiser 2003 : 199-200, van der Staaij 1995 . O. λιοκακειτ Ve. 184,5 / Lu 39 (Anzi) O. kellaked Pocc. 14,15 / Sa 10,12 (Pietrabbondante) 3 sg. pf.
-nky-perfect
The nky-perfect formation is exclusive to Umbrian and appears in the future perfect forms. Rix (1992) [building on the idea of Sommer (1926) ] traces its origin to a univerbation of the instrumental of an ā-stem with a preterite of the i-present of the root *h 1 ne-'to bring', which gives Umbrian *ankie/o-. Poultney (1959: 135) traces the origin of these perfects to "a combination of an accusative noun in -am, -im + *ke + iust and other forms of the perfect system of the verb 'go'." The hypothesis of Saint John (1973a) , connecting the Oscan f-, Umbrian nky-and Latin u-perfects, has already been mentioned and refuted above. The periphrastic theory of Jerrett (1974) is less convincing than the one by Rix (1992) , as he comes up with an IE root *kei unattested in Sabellic.
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic nkyperfects presenting the general pattern: U. purdinşiust < *por-d(o)uh 3 -nky-us-t (van der Staaij 1995: 171) U. combifianşiust < *kom-βiβiiā-nkyom < -b h id h iiām h 1 nkyom (Rix 2003b: 158) 
Future perfect
It is characteristic for the Sabellic languages to form the future perfect stem with the -us-suffix. Examples of this formation are numerous. Rix (1992) traces the origin of this suffix to another periphrastic construction -the active perfect participle and the future of the auxiliary verb 'to be,' e.g. *g w eg w en-wos b h usti > *bebenwos fust > *-wos fust > *-usfust > -ust. The traditional explanation is given by Buck (1904: 173) and Poultney (1959: 136) , who assume that the -us-suffix has been taken analogically from the Sabellic future form of the verb 'to be,' i.e. fust. This solution is in turn criticized by Saint John (1973b) , who postulates a u-perfect in Sabellic [an idea also mentioned by von Planta (1892 Planta ( -1897 ]. This idea in turn is criticized by Xodorkovskaya (1993) , who suggests that the suffix is a combination of two formants: the *-u-and *-s-. Recently, Jasanoff also proposed the same explanation, adding some arguments for the similar analogical spread of the Latin -is-preterital suffix (Jasanoff 1987; similarly, Jasanoff 1991: 86) . The exact origin of this suffix remains unknown. It has also been postulated earlier that the -us-suffix might be related to the Latin u-perfect (von Planta 1892 (von Planta -1897 or the PIE perfect participle in *-wos-/-wes-/-us- (Schultze 1887: 272-274) . The theory of the participial origin has been also taken over by Pulgram (1978: 117) . He traces -us-back to the nominative singular of an ancient active perfect participle in -us-which has been provided with the regular inflexional endings: 2 sg. -us-ses, 3 sg. -us-set, from which later, by syncope, -us(s), -ust, and 3 pl. -us-sent, whence Oscan -uset, -uzet, Umbrian -urent (Pulgram 1978: ibid.) .
The following reconstructions illustrate the origin of some of the Sabellic future perfects with the characteristic -us-suffix presenting the general pattern: U. dersicurent < *dedikus fusent < *dedik-wos fus-ent (Rix 2003a: 20) U. portust < *portus fust < *port-wos fust (Rix 2003a: 20) O. tribarakattuset < *trēb-ark-ā-t-us-ed < *trēb-ark-ā-t-wos fust All of the analyzed forms are in origin univerbations of an active perfect participle in *-wos-and the future of the verb 'to be' -fust. The double /tt/ in the Oscan form is explained by Rix as an optional littera-rule by means of which the "long /ā/ plus single /t/ became short /a/ plus geminated /t/ (…) V:K -> VKK" (Rix 2003a: 20) .
Conclusions
From what has been shown it follows that there are generally three tendencies of explaining the divergent Sabellic formations of the perfect in today's Indo-European linguistics. The first tendency would be to explain the forms by periphrasis. Postulat ed initially by Buck and Sommer, this hypothesis is nowadays identified with Rix and Meiser. The second option would be to explain the different perfects as originating from single forms and then expanded to the other forms analogically. This hypothesis is now identified with Beckwith's 2005 article. The third option would be the explanation posited by Jack Saint John whereby all of the divergent perfect formations (including the Latin u-perfect) are explained in a single theory, though very forceful and therefore not convincing.
If the third hypothesis is not very probable, the first one is also not without problems. Exhaustive criticism is voiced by Beckwith (2005: 148): this would require that proto-Italic had at least three different isofunctional periphrastic formations to yield the attested forms: one to generate the Latin -v-perfect, one for the Oscan -tt-perfect, and one for the Umbrian *-nky-perfect. Worse, these three formations would have to be radically different from one another: an active perfect participle *portāwos est for the Latin formation, but a past passive participle with *fefakom for the Oscan along with another formation for the Umbrian (…), and yet these divergent formations would have exactly the same function.
On the other hand, Beckwith's analogical explanation has problems with the sound development of *tw > tt, and in the fact that analogy requires an explicit motive, which we are not always able to observe, and a model on which to operate.
It is also worthwhile to observe that the respective Sabellic counterparts of the Latin perfects have either tt-perfect forms or f-perfect so prúffed: posuit, prúfatted: probauit, manafum: mandaui, dadíkatted: dedicauit. The Latin always has its u-perfect here as counterpart.
In my opinion, neither of the extreme theories, as I would call them, that trace the origin of the perfect formations only to periphrasis (Rix) or only to analogy (Beckwith) is correct. We do not normally observe such strict operations of either analogy or periphrasis within the languages and we have to keep in mind that the Sabellic languages are actual attested languages of the specific region and specific time. They are not our models of reconstructed, hypothetical proto-languages.
And even within our reconstructed languages we should remember that we are actually unearthing a system and not hundreds of unattached elements:
(…) we view Proto-Indo-European as a language, from which the attested IndoEuropean languages have developed, and not as a storehouse of roots, stems and affixes from which the speakers of the various languages were free to select what they wanted, like children playing with building blocks (Cowgill 1973: 273) .
Keeping that in mind, the middle solution might prove to be correct: namely, that the divergent Sabellic perfects are just the effect of regular sound changes within the attested lexemes (reduplicated perfects of the aamanaffed type, giving f-perfects), analogical reshapings (taking over the -f-from the reduplicated perfect fufens and introducing it elsewhere, the same with the -tt-perfect) and univerbation (the nkyperfect) of the type postulated by Rix. Yet problems with that solution are also numerous. For one, analogy is very difficult to prove. Univerbations do occur in Latin and Sabellic but we do not have a single uncontracted form to prove our point of the periphrasis, other than the typical Latin elided perfect passives or the Sabellic forms like teremnatust.
However, I think that our main problem is that the material at our disposal is relatively small and incomplete. Therefore there is always the chance that the key to our mystery is still buried somewhere in the grounds of the hidden past of ancient Italy, waiting to be unearthed. As is common in scientific literature, Sabellic forms written in native alphabets are printed in bold, those written in the Latin alphabet in cursive and those in the Greek alphabet in Greek.
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